ON THE INTERIORITY OF REAL FUNCTIONS 1
G. T. WHYBURN

If X and F a r e metric spaces, a continuous transformation ƒ (X) = Y
is said to be interior at a point x of X provided that if U is any
open subset of X containing x, f(x) is interior to f(U) in F. In 1928
Kuratowski 2 proved a theorem essentially to the effect that if X is
compact, the set G of all points y in Y such that ƒ is interior at all
points of f~x(y) is a Gs-set dense in F. We first establish the followingrelated result.
T H E O R E M . If f(x) is a real-valued continuous function defined on a
locally connected separable metric space M (therefore transforming M
into a set Y of real numbers), there exists a countable subset C of Y such
that f is interior at every point of M—f~l(C).
PROOF. For each y e F let Fi and Yi be the sets of all numbers in
F which are less than y and greater than y, respectively. Let
Mi(y) =f~l(Yi), M2(y) =f~l(Y2). Now there must exist3 a countable
subset C of F such t h a t if y is any point of Y—C,

For if not, there would exist an uncountable subset K of F such
that for any yzK there is a point pyzf~l(y) which fails to be a
limit point either of M\(y) or of M%{y). Clearly we may suppose that
for an uncountable subset of Ki of K, py- Mi(y) = 0. Now since M is
separable and metric, there exists a countable sequence JRI, -R2, • * *
of open sets in M such that if U is any open set in M and pzU>
there is an m such that ptRm(ZU. Hence, for each ytKi there
exists an integer my such that py<Z.Rm and Rm • Mi(y) = 0. But if y,
y'zKi, y'<y, we have py'(ZMi(y) so that my^my'.
This is absurd,
since Kj was uncountable. Hence we have established the existence
of the set C as asserted above.
We shall show that ƒ is interior at any point x of M—f~l(C). To
this end let U be any open set in M containing x and let y=f(x).
Since M is locally connected, there exists a connected open subset V
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of M with x C ^ C U. Now V contains points Xi and X2 of Mi(y) and
Mï(y), respectively. S i n c e / ( F ) is connected and contains ƒ(#1) and
/(x 2 ), it therefore contains the interval [/(#i), jffe)]. Hence ƒ(#),
which is interior to this interval, is interior to f(V) and hence surely
to ƒ(£/).
Examples are easily constructed to show that our conclusion is
invalid in the absence of either the local connectedness condition on
M or the linearity restriction on the image space.
However, we can extend the theorem considerably. First we note
the following corollary. (Note: All sets referred to in this paper are
assumed separable and metric.)
Letf(M) = F = ]T^°L1L; oe continuous where M is locally
connected} each Li is open in Y and is homeomorphic with a subset of a
line and LiLj = 0 for i^j. There exists a countable subset C of L such
that f is interior at every point of ikf —/ - 1 (C).
COROLLARY.

For under the conditions on the Li it results at once that Y is
homeomorphic with a subset of a line and hence with a set of real
numbers. (For if L[ is a subset of the open interval (i — 1, i) homeomorphic with Li, i = l, 2, • • • , clearly Y is homeomorphic with
J2Lj .) Thus ƒ is effectively a real continuous function on M and the
corollary follows from the preceding theorem.
T H E O R E M . Let f(M) =K be continuous where M is locally connected
and let D be the closure of the set of all points of order greater than 2 of
K. There exists a countable subset C of K—D such that ƒ is interior
at every point of M—f~l(D-{-C).

By continuity of/, M— f~l(D) = M' is open in M and
hence is locally connected. Consider the mapping ƒ (ikf 0 =K — D~K\
Since every point of K' is of order at most 2, K' is locally connected.
Hence the components R\, R2, • • • of K' are open (thus countable).
Further, each Ri is homeomorphic with a subset of a line, since it is
a connected set all of whose points are of order at most 2. Thus by
the above corollary there exists a countable subset C of K' such that
ƒ is interior at all points of M' —f~l(C). Obviously this yields our
theorem.
PROOF.

COROLLARY. If D is countable, there exists a countable subset C of
K such that f is interior at all points of M—f~l(C).
COROLLARY. Any continuous mapping f(M)=K
of a locally connected set M into a graph K is interior at all points of M—f~l(C),
where C is some countable subset of K.
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If X and Y are topological spaces, X\ is a subset of X and f(Xi) C Y
and <t>(X)(Z.Y are single-valued continuous transformations, <j>(x) is
said to be an extension of ƒ to X provided f(X) =</>(x) for xtXi.
Extension theorems in various forms for continuous transformations
are well known. 4 However, not much consideration seems to have
been given to the important problem of carrying over to an extension 0 of ƒ properties which ƒ may enjoy in addition to continuity.
In this note a beginning in this direction is made with the following
theorem.
T H E O R E M . Let M be a subcontinuum of a cyclic locally connected
compact continuum L and let f(M) =(0,1) be continuous and such that
for any y, 0 ^ ^ = 1, L—f~l{y) is connected. There exists an extension
<fi(L) = (0, 1) of f to L which is interior at every point of L — M and at
every point of M where ƒ is interior.b {Thus if f is interior on M, <j> is
interior on L.)

Let us decompose L upper semi-continuously 6 into the subsets [f~ (y)], 0^;y = l, of M a n d individual points of L-M.
Call L'
the hyperspace of this decomposition and let h(L) — L' be the associated transformation. Clearly h(M) is a simple arc a'b' joining
a' =hf~l(0) and b' =hf~l{\). By a theorem of the author, 7 there exists
a non-alternating interior retracting transformation g(x) retracting
the cyclic chain C(a/b') in L' into a'b'. But since no one of the sets
f~l(y) disconnects L and L is cyclic, it follows that L' is cyclic and
hence L' = C(a', bf). Thus g(x) retracts V into a'b'.
Let us define
PROOF.
l

<t>(%) = fh~1gh(x)1

xzL.

Then <j> has the required properties. For if xzM, we have h(x)za'b'
so that gh(x)=h(x);
whence h^ghipc) =h~lh{x) —f~lf{x) so that
l
fh~ gh{x) =f(x). This proves 0(#) ==ƒ(#) on M. To show that <j> is
interior at any point x where ƒ is interior or at any point of L — M,
let xzU where U is open in L. If xzM, then since ƒ is interior at x,
h[U- M] contains an open subset F of a'b' about h{x). Hence g{V) = V
4
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is open in a'b' and h~lg{ V) Z)x and is open in M. Since ƒ is interior at
x, fh~lg(V) has f(x) as an interior point; and since this set surely is
contained in fh~lgh(U) =<f>(U), it follows that <j>(x) is interior to
</>([/). If xzL — M, we may suppose UQL — M. Then h is topological
on U, so that h( U) is open in L'. Thus gh( U) is open in a'V, since g is
interior on V. Hence h~xgh{TJ} is open in M and fh~~lgh(U) =<j>{U)
has (j>{x) as an interior point, since ƒ is interior at x.
It is clear t h a t essentially the same argument suffices to establish
the following somewhat more general extension theorem:
Let M be a subcontinuum of a locally connected continuum L of the
form L = C(a, b) where a, bzM. Let f(M) = (0, 1) be such that f (a) - 0,
f(b) = l and for any y with 0 < ; y < l , every component of
L~f~l(y)
contains either a or b. There exists an extension (j>(L) = (0, 1) of ƒ to L
which is interior at every point of L — M and also at every point of M
where ƒ is interior.
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